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DISLOCATION DAMPING IN ZII:C SINGLE CRYSTALS 

W. G. Ferguson, F. E. Hauser and J. E. Darn 
\ I 

UCRL-16942 

Inorganic Mat:eri.als Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 
and. Department of Mineral Technolor.;y, College of i:.:n(~::.neering 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

August. 1966 

ABSTRACT 

Impact shear tests of the Kolsky Thin Wafer type were used to determine 

the effects of temperature and strain rate on the critical resolved 

shear stress for basal slip in zinc single crystals. ll.t the high 

strain rates the flow stress was found to increase lineo.rly with thl~ 

plastic strain rate and was independent of temperature. The observed 

behavior CQUld be rationalized in terms of Mason '·s. dislocation drunping 

model where the friction force acting on a dislocation results fro1n 

phonon viscosity;· 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

E 1 . . t . t . 1 ' 2 ' 3 h h th t . . . t . 1 ar l.er 1nves 1ga 1ons ave s own a 1n many mo. 5~ru1. s ov~r 

wide strain rate ranges the effect of the testing temperature on the 

plastic flow- stress can be explained by the mechanism -of thermal 

activation. of dislocations over short range barriers. These .. thermally 

activated mechanisms of deformation can be visualized as follows. Under 

an applied shear stress the mobile dislocations move rapi(/.ly until 

various segments meet barriers and the dislocations are held up_. 

After a period of time under the random action of thermal vibration u 

large enough thermal fluctuation will occur which helps the dislocation 

to overcome an obstacle and move on. At a given shear stress a hic;her 

testing temperature will increase the strain rate because the average 

arrest periods of the dislocations are decreased. This decreu:3~ in 

arrest time is due to the larger amplitude of thermal vibration and thus 

a shorter required time for the probability of a thermal activation. 

Similarly, an increase in shear stress supplies a greater amount of 

strain energy to the dislocation and a correspondingly smaller thermal 

fluctuation can activate the process thus decreasing the arrest time and 

increasing the strain rate. 

Figure 1 shows this type of behavior in a schematic way. 'A is 

the athermal back stress, that is the back stress due to long range 

obstacles that cannot be penetrated by the dislocations oy means of 

thermal activation. 'T is due to short range obstacles and can be 

overcome by the combination of applied st~ess (-r* + T, ) plus ther:11al 
J-~ 

a.ct~v<-i.tion. When the applied stress is h:i.::;her than 't. + 'T the di:.>locution::; 
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can be pushed past the barriers without assistance from thermal :;:~luctu<.l"L:;.on:.::;. 

In this :h.igh strain rate, high stress region various enercy dissiprct.i'vo 

mechanisms :t>rescribe the dislocation motion. Of course these mechanis;:::> 

also dissipate energy at lower stresses-and strain rates but tner~ they 

are not ·the rate controlling process and thus of second order ma[;nitude 

.compared to dislocation barriers. 

It was the object of the present investigation to perforrr. sorr.c 

experiments in the very high stress and strain rate reGion where one 

can measure.various parameters which may·help in identifyinG the enerc;y 

dissipative mechanisms governing-the motion of high speed dislocations. 

The results are compared with some of the current dislocation damping 

' . 4 5 6 ' 
theories reviewed previously by Mason, ' Lot he . and Dorn, Mitchell 

~nd Hauser. 7 Unfortunately all proposed theories predict that the dis-
,· 

location friction stress sbould vary linearly with dislocation velocity 

and thus make it difficult t·o distinguish between them. However, 

evidence is presented to show that Mason's phonon viscosity model seems 

to fit the experimental results best; 

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

In some earlier work in the high stress, high strain rate rec;ion 

by Hauser, Simmons and Dorn1 on polycrystalline alumiml>1l, the Kolsky 
8 .. 

Thin Wafer technique and compression specimens were used. It W<J.:..> found 

that because the material was rather strong and the maximum stress was 
'-

limited by the impact velocity of the testing machine, little data. 

could be obtained in the high stress range where plristic deformation 
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is governed only by dislocation damping mechanisms. In subsequent work 

by Mukherjee, Ferguson, Barmore and Dorn3 single crystals of B-Ar;:<.; 
\ 

were tested in shear impact. Although the shear i;ype sp~cimen perdttcd 

higher strain rates because of the smaller effective gau~e length, the. 

high strength of the AgMg crystals again limited the available data. 

Nevertheless, in both prior investigations a linear depend~nce of flow 

stress on strain rate was found near the -highest possible applied stresses. 

In the present investigation zinc single crystals oriented for 

basal shear were chosen beca~se their low strength permitted very high 

strain rates to be obtained. The specimens were prepared ar.d tested 

as follows~ 

(1) A sphere 1 indiameter was grown in a carbon mold from high 

purity_ ( 99.995 wt. pet.) zinc under an argon atmosphere using the 

Bridgman technique. 

(2) The sphere was ·used as a seed to grow an oriented single crystal 

bar with a cross section of 1/4 in. by 1/8 in. with the basal plane 

perpendicular to the,axis of the bar and the slip direction parallel 

to its 1/4 in. side. The orientation of the crystal bars was checked 

by the Laue back-reflection x-raytechnique and only those found to be 

within ±1 deg of the required orientation were used. 

(3) Specimens 3/8 in. long were cut from the bar and double eauge 

sections, 0.045 in. long were spark machined in them as shown in Fig. 

2a. The spark machined- specimens were given a chemical ;:,olish in a bath 

of l: 1 HN03- and water to insure all surface defo:rmat io; • .i':rorr. the spark 

cuttinr, was removed. 
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(4) The specimens were tested in shear on a speci~lly desicned 

dynamic' impact machine by e;-,lploying the ;-col sky tcc1-.:1i•<•:,~. The cquip:r"::ntal 

set-up and the method of analysis h;,::; been described previously by 

Hauser9 and will not be repeated here apart L·o1r. snowin;:; tiw con:fi~uration 

of the loading bars used to obtain dynamic shear. Fig. 2b. 

(5) ·Tests above room temperature were conducted using a small 

Kanthal wound resistance furnace to enclose the specimen. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The experimental data obtained are plotted in Fig. 3 as shear 

str.ess T at initial plastic . flow versus plastic shear strain rate y. 

It can be seen that within the experimental scatter the shear stress 

is proportfonal to the shear strain rate and the behavior is independent 

of temperature. T):le,straight line drawn through the experimental points 

has the following equation,· 

(1) 

where 'B·= the back stress as defined in Fig; 3, and a = a constant 

(5. 04 x 10 3 dyne-sec/cm2 ) which is in:~._pendent of temperature. 

The behavior described by Eq. (1) can not be controlled by a thcr:nally 

activated mechanism. • -U/l'T For thermally activated mechanisrr.s '( = y
0 

e 

where U = some activation energy and kT has the usual meaninc;. In tr.e 

. 
high strain rate data presented in Fig. 3, y is independent of ter:.peratu:r-c. 

Also the slow strain rate data fro:;l Fahrenhorst a:;<: ~c:·.r.'.ic.:. 10 shows 

that the applied stress ('A + 'T) rcq,uired to produce :>la:..;tic dc::.'orrr.a-cion 
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at 0°K is less than the extrapolated back :..:tress T B in 3, ir-.dicatinr; 

t:-.at the applied stresses in the present investi[?.."!:. ion were. weJ.l above 

the thermally activated region. 

The data in Fig. 3 clearly sho"' that the ma.teriul is d(;)for;r.in..; 

in a viscous manner and hence, the dislocation motion r..ust be d::;..-:J.ped, 

by some energy absorbing mechanism. Dampin;; of the above type has been 

b d ' b f . ' 4 ' 5 ,ll d . . ... 1 f . t. o serve oy a num er o 1nvest1.gators oJ.ng J.r .... erna r1c l.on 

t d . T . t . ' G t 1·· ' 12 th t bt . s u 1es. hese 1nves l.gators use toe rana o- ucr\.e .. eory o o n.1n 

a damping constant B defined as follows; 

F = Bv -rb (2) 

where F =the force on the dislocation, v =the dislocation velocity, 
\ •. 

b = Burger's vector and B = the damping constant. B can be related 

.to a in Eq. (l)·by using y = pbv where p is the mobile dislocation density. 

Then 

(3) 

Taking b = 2. 67 x 10-a·"'cm for zinc, a from the data = 5 x 10 3 dynes-sec/ 

cm2 and assuming p."' 108 cm- 2 , then B = 3.5 x 10-4 dyne-sec/cm 2 • Fo1~ 

comparison, experimental values of B determined by internal friction 

measurements and direct dislocation velocity measurements, usinr; etch 

. pit techniq~es,13 , 14 are shown in Table 1 • 

In the high stress region the dislocations a~e t::c .. ve~sin~ the 

crystal lattice with little hinderance from lat~ice imr-erfcctions and 

t:-.~ disJ.ocation velocity is primarily lir;,it,c:d by i::-cer::.ctior.~; \{~·::,:-, clec-

tr; c:.~. Md thermal waves. As the electrical intc::·.··.-•. ~ .. -~·.·cJY,, -J.··~ o.•-.·· .. ,,r · ,: ... t ..... .... :iro~[JOr~Ltn_ ~ 
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at cryogenic temperatures 5 it will not be discussed nere. ?or thcn:.:ll 

waves, at least three mechanisms have been proposed descri bi1:e the 

interaction of phonons with dislocations. r.';;.:: first o:' -.;;;,;sc'. ,';.ue to 

. . 20 
Eshelby considers the energy loss associated with the ther:noeLo.stic 

effect as the dislocation moves through the c:.:ystal. ~~: :.;-;;~ screw dis-

locations produce only shear stresses in the crystal, the ther:noelG.stic 

effect which is due to the difference of effective temperature in un 

• 

extended and compressed lattice does not produce a dra.s; for sc:rcv <'ii slocr"tions. 

Even for edge dislocations this source of phonon da:nping is :nt<ch s::i.:lller 

. 16 
-t~~~i~ ~~i~t~~~- (~;~~~-~-;\;;~ .. ··(~:._.f{-)J i.~~~~-~~ "\!(,-;-.:.~·; ':-·.~<· :~~~~~~~~>~(J_.,~..(; ... ,;~-<· 

The second so~rce of dislocation da.'nping considered.is the scattering 

of thermal,phonons by moving dislocations, first derived by Leibfried.
21 

The damping constant B for this source of damping takes the forrr. 

B = 
aE 

0 

lOV 
s 

( 4) 

wher~ a = lattice parameter, E = tb.ei-mal energy density, and v_· = 
0 . S' 

shear wave velocity. Taking a= 2.66 x 10-8 em, V = 2.41 x 10 5 crr./scc . . s 

and calculating E · by numeric_ally integrating the specific heat u.t 
0 . 

constant volume Cv with respect to the temperature T, the ma~nitude 
. \ 

of 'B for phonon scattering by dislocations in Zn can be obtainc(i. as 

·a function of temperature. The results are tabulated in 'I'able 2 c..:-.d 

plotted-in Fig. 4. 

The third :;o1:rce of t::;.::-,p:Lnc; .. ., ~-elated to pho:-.c.-:-: viscosity. This 

h . f. t d . d . " 16,22 . , ;::0c an~sm, 1rs er~ve oy J•Jaso:-, 1.·esaras tr.e 2.·:t.<:.~ -:-.:: vitrat:c.:-. e:.s 

<:~. viscous phonon, gas. When a dislocation moves ti':.rot<·.:. this GJ..s, 

• 
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the gas is stirred up, energy is dissipated. and a f1·ictione1.l s"'.:.rc·,;s 

on the dislocation results. The drurt:)in,:::; constant B for this. sourc.:: 

of damping takes the: ·:·•l·::-:n 

b 2n . B = ----8 2 for screw dislocations 
na 

0 

( 5), 

(6) 

where b = Burgers vector, a = effective core radius of the dislocation, 
0 

n =viscosity of the phonon gas, and v =Poisson is rutio. Takir.~ 

b = 2. 67 x 10-8 em for zinc and using a vaiue ~f t b for a
0 

as was 

done by S~_zuki, Ikushi.ma and Aoki
11 

and·Mason,
22 

Eq: (5)reduces to 

B = 0.07ln 

n can be shown from gas kinetic theory .to be 

n = 
D.E .K 

0 p 
c .vz. 
v 

(7) 

(8) 

where E = thermal e~ergy density·, K · = lattice thermal conductivity, 
0 - p 

V = Pebye average velocity, Cv = specific heat per unit volume, and D = 

a nonlinearity constant. 

The ratio of the thermal conductivity due to electrons K to thut 
(! 

due to phonons K can be written as23 
p 

K c D 
..J:.. e e .Ae = c . v . A = 
K 

p p p 

c c 2, 
e l:~ E:l) 

( 9) c V2r. 
v pe 
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2 
ivhcre C = the electronic specific 1-.c:c..t = 6. 04 x 10 T err;/ cn1 -de~, 

e 

D =the Fermi velocity of the electrons which for zinc is = 1.35 x 
e 

T 

108cm/sec and ~ = the ratio of the elect:::on-phonon relaxs:~::.on t.l:::c -;;0 T . 
pe 

the phonon-electron relaxation time which for metals of good p~rity is 

-2 23 about = 10 . 

Hence from Eqs. (8) and (9) 

D E K 
n - --~0--~e l0-16 dyne-sec/cm2 

10.9 T 

Taking D = 4 as determined in Appendix l, E 
0 

as deter:nineG. 

(10) 

letting the total thermal ·conductivity KT for zinc equal Ke (Kp very 

small), the magnitude of·B for drunping by phonon viscosity can be 

obtained as· a function of temperature using Eqs. (7) and. (10). The 

calculations are shown in Table 3 and the results plotted in Fie;. 4. 

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the phonon viscosity ~odel predicts 

a damping constant B which is greater than that predicted by the pi".onon 

scattering model and which is also independent of te:nperature atovc 

about 200°K. Although no direct experimental value was obtainec1 :~o:c l3 

because of the- difficulty of measurinrr the mobile dis'loc:1.tio:-. lli.:nsi ty, 

it can be strongly infered from the data using Eq. ( 3) thc..t the predo:T.inant 

drag on the dislocations is caused by phonon viscosity. By us inc; th,~ 

damping constant from the viscosity model and Eq. (3),a mobile dislocation 

density of 1.7.108cm-2 is obtained which is not unrec.sona'.:Jle. 

Fro:n Eq. (2) it follows that fo:c a shear ~';tres::; 0C' :.:,o:;~~ }l~;i, 

ta:kinc B = 4. 7 x lO-.,, the dislocatio:1 velocity lS c.oout. ·:-:-:1 c;;./ sec, 
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again a reasonable value. It is interestir,g to r:ote, t:-,,:.t in o~·,~c·:::-

for the dislocations to move at the shear vave velocity 2. 41 x 10 5 ~z::ho,;:c, 

the material would have to support a she:::.:r stress of :;.bou:. J.27 ~COO t';~i 

and be strained at a rate of 2.5 x 10"~ sec " which cannot be c:.chicv~d 

using the Kolsky Thin Hafer technique. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

(1) If zinc is deformed in basal shear at a shear stros~> hi;:_;h0r 

than the thermally activated stress range it behaves in o. viscous manner. 

In that range the shear stress is proportional to the shea:· ::otl'<J.in r,;.t,;. .·;, 

(2) At stresses higher than the thermally activo.ted stress r:.:cnc:;c, 
. ·'' ' ~ 

the stress-strain rate behavior is independent of terr:perG.ture .for the · 

temperat~e range investigated, 300°K to 653°K. 

(3) Mason's phonon viscosity model for dislocation damping seems ,,j 

to explain the temperature independence of the experimental data 

whereas the Leibfried phonon scattering model does not. 

( 4) If one uses the Mason phonon viscosity model and t.hc cxpcrir.:cntal 

data in calculating the damping constant, a mobile dislocation density 

of 1.7 X 108 cm-2 is predicted for Zn. This reasonable value lends 

support to the assumed model. 
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APPEi\J".:X l 

Estirnation of I'IOTJ.~~ ... \C·:~~t:L 7~~' Constant D 

The nonlinearity constant D can be calcul.c.ted f:::oi:. the ti:irf.. or-::,::· 

elastic moduli
4 

but as these have not been deterw~ned z~nc, 

suggested by Mason5 was used to obtain an esti:r.ate of :J. 1-:aso:-. :)ointQ\i 

out that it should be possible to separate thermal losses :frm;; (i::.slcoation 

losses by mee;.:-;1-lring the attenuation of longi tudinc.l vavcs :w.:;·:);:,;:;,-::,.:;C. 

along the c axis of hexagonal cry.:·i~;;~ls. Hith this mod.e o:' :proprc:::..tion 

dislocations should not b.e activated. US inc· . 0 t ' ' ' ,. .. , 2lt ne a~~~ 01 LUC~e, 

which is replotted in Fig. 5 and assu:ning the total ,,~~tenuation due to 

thermoelastic and Akheiser25 losses, a .value of D can be obtained from 

the formulation of the latter type of loss. LUcke has .calculated the 

thermoelastic .loss. at 100 MC to be l. 72 db/em, the total loss at this 

frequency to be 2'.02 db/em and hence the loss due to the Al{heiser effect 

is 0.30 db/em. The Akheiser loss is similar in prinsiple to a viscosity 

.effect and takes the following formulation foe- lonc:;itudinal waves.
4 •5 

(11) 

where w = 27T times frequency, n = viscosity as defir.E:G. o:{ Eq. ( 8), 

p = density of material and v = longitudinal wave velocity. T6.J.:in.·; m e 

a frequency at 100 MC, p = 7.1 gm/cc, v = 2.97 x m · e 
, r. 5 
.;..V 

.calculated above, then D for longitudinal \·raves is :=:. 

h'ence D for shear waves in zir.c i{o.:-. taJ.:en to be ~;. 

,· 
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Table l. Damping constant B at roc.>m tcmpcY:-·.tu:·,::. 

-- ---··· --- -- : :-:.-==.=-.:;:-.-~--~-

!-:< .. erial LiF NaCl KCl Quart:·. Cu Cu-0 .13% !!tn 

D). iccation 

V::iocity 1x10-4(13) 2x10-4(14) 

I-:cC:.~;urements 

Internal 

Fdction 

l. 3xl0-3 ( ll) 

3. 4xlo-1
• (19) 

2x10-3(15) 3.'5x10-4(11) 6x10-'1 (1G) 7.9xl0-s(l1) 

6.0xl0-s(l6). 

B.Oxl0-4(17) 

6.5x10-4(18) 

4.5xl0-!.j(ll) 

Leasurements 

-· - ----. 

'J'c.ble 2. Calcul?~tecl vc:J.ues of B for phonon scattcrir;c; r: ::-. a :unction of t.Es,ycr' ~.un:. 

-: ..::-.=-.=.==-::-:---~----:--=--=-..:::-..::::::....--=-=-=::-= ..:=-·==-=--~===--=-=--=--=====::.=----~-::::..:;:==-~=-=- ::: . ...:.-:-~::-::-:::. -:.. :_-_:: ;::.-.-~ .-. -_-;;-:....·.-~.:=:::- ·- ·..:·.:.:::_:":"::-::.:....· ;:.·-=~~.:.=;.-_:;: .-_--:-:: ..: .• _- •. - ·--~ :-=--::-::=-:=..::::= 

'il ent} 'c: ·r· 2 t ure 
100 200 300 l~oo 500 6oo 

oK 

-.. .. :: o--s 
0 33.8 58.1 10.8 . fit~. J. }l3.6 .. Jh?.] 

cr<-./ c-: 3 
-·--------· ---------,---- __________ .c._;___ 

1.2. 
h x 1o+s 

3.8 6.5 9 
,-

.) 16 13 
t'y ~::.--!_· :;c /c:;?-

·: --- . .:. ...=.: • ..:.::::.::=::..:.:::·_-;:~~--.;:-:-·--·.·=--=---_ -.:.:;:::::: .:=..:::-:--::- -~-==~~--::-::-=-:::::--=-.-=-==-:::..~_--::--_-:== __ -:=-=:.-...::::."::";;:-.:::...--:--=:~.::.:::..-==.·.-==::::-.=..:·:~:.:::.:....::·_- -::. :.-:::.7..:.: . .-:~~--- ---- :-.:.·.=..:·--:··.-=--=-:-= -~-~--=----·-·;::.:.:::._-::~.- :-.~-. 
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Table 3. cc..·· :Llla.tE:J values of B for phone: viscosity as a ft~!tct:ion of tempera.tu~·e. 

Ter'llJE'l·ature 
0':'.1" 

l\. 

E
0 

x JO-e 

ere/cm 3 

K x J 0-7 e . 

er9; -----------
sc-:::-~;-.. -deg 

n :-: 10 +3 

~c-:~_-:-_'2-~C 
-::;:)-

100 

10.8 

1.17 

4.6? 

----- ------ --------------~·---------

}: :·: J -

d '.':-. ·--. :c· 
--~-~·::-_-.-~). ---

'·. 

3.3 

200 . 300 

33.8 58.7 

. 1.15 1.11 

7.14 7.96 

5.1 5. '( 

.. .. 
4oo· 

86.1 

1.07 

8.44 

6.0 

-·--;.·.:=7=---=:~--===--=·~":';"'_-=:,;:,:.:;..::-.-::·:..·.·;.===-·:-.:..;=-.== 

500 6oo 675 

113.6 11~2.1 163 

1.03 0;99 0.97 

~---------------------

8.60 .. 8.60 8.56 

6.1 6.1 6.1 

.: _-::-_ _ -:::-.--.:.. .:·_:.--::::~ -:::.--.:=;";.;.-.• -.::..·::.:::·::-:-.:_.-. :·::.: __ ... ::-.::-::.=::=:-:::...--:-:=:.===-=:-=:.:.::::.:.;::--=-::..--=======---======-=:-.:::..:..:;-c.:.....:.::-_-:-_=.:=:.::.·.:::·=.-.=-.....:::;-:._ :..-:==... . .::::..:::::-:--; ·:. =· .:::::: .:-:-..:..:-.::::::...-.:.:-:-:-. · .. -:-_ 
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FIGURE CAP'l'IOi'~S 

Figure l. Scf,P.::.:o.tic representation ol' ti1e stl·ess-tem:,er;>.ture relationship 

for thermally activated deformation. 

Fi,:;ure 2a. c· . • 
upec~men geome~ry. 

?ig~re 2b. Shear bars used for qynamic testing. 

Figure 3. Shear stress versus shear strain rate for bt .. sr.l shear in :inc 

single crystals. 

Fit;ure 4. Theoretical Q.a.rr.pi.ng constants for' phonon scattering ar • .;i 

phonon viscosity ver~us temperature . 

. Figure 5. Attenuation for the propagation of a longitudinal wave o.J.ong 

24 
the c-axis of a zinc single cryctal • 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, m~thod, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor . 






